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Agenda

• Climate Surveys and Prevention
• The MIT Survey

• Campus Context
• Process & Challenges
• Lessons Learned

• Gathering Quality Data
• General Climate Survey Framework
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Social-Ecological Model

Broad political, 
health, economic 

and social policies

Settings in which 
social relationships 

occur

How relationships 
influence beliefs and 

behavior

Personal history and 
circumstances

Sexual 
Assault

Individual History and 
Experiences, as well as 

Conceptualization of 
Experiences

Gender, Sexual and other 
forms of Harassment 

Power Dynamics and 
Structures

Social Norms around 
Gender, Violence, 
Aggression, Sexual 

Entitlement

Laws and Institutional 
Policies 

Why a Climate Survey?
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Climate Survey Data and Prevention

62% of females and

43% of males

reported hearing someone suggest or imply 
women don’t have to meet the same 

standards that men do to get into MIT. 

Approximately 

one third 
of undergraduate respondents agree 
or strongly agree that sexual assault 
and rape happen because men can 
get carried away in sexual situations 

once they’ve started.

72% 
of survivors indicated that the perpetrator was another MIT student.
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“….there have been few surveys that looked at experiences 
and attitudes at particular colleges — and victim advocates 
said they knew of none with the clarity and depth of the 
M.I.T. survey.”

“Andrea Pino, an activist who has helped file federal complaints 
about sexual assault against dozens of colleges, said she hoped 
other colleges would follow M.I.T.’s example. She said the 
institute’s survey covered more ground than any she had seen, 
and did not muddy matters with vaguely worded questions, as 
some surveys have done.”

http://tech.mit.edu/V134/PDF/V134-N50.pdf
http://www.commondreams.org/news/2014/10/28/groundbreaking-transparency-mit-releases-report-campus-sexual-assault
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/28/us/rare-survey-examines-sex-assault-at-mit-.html?_r=0
http://thinkprogress.org/health/2014/10/28/3585323/mit-sexual-assault-climate-survey/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2014/10/27/mit-survey-female-students-report-being-victim-sex-assault/ng5g0nc3FKA9HQivR4nEVP/story.html
http://time.com/3544323/mit-survey-sexual-assault-college-campus/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/10/27/mit-sexual-assault-survey_n_6054388.html
http://www.newrepublic.com/article/120018/mit-sexual-assault-survey-discrepancies-sexual-assault-numbers
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What 
made it 

different?

Created and 
administered 
prior to the 

WHTF report 
release

Overall 
response rate 

of 35%

Depth versus 
Breadth: 
Sexual 

violence focus
Campus-
specific 

attitudes, 
behaviors, 

and concerns

Perception 
of peers’ 
beliefs

Some open-
ended 

questions, 
comments 

boxes available 
on every page

Tool Development: Scope

Personal Attitudes and Perceived Social Norms
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When someone is raped or sexually assaulted, it’s often because the way 
they said “no” was unclear or there was some miscommunication.

Tool Development: Scope

Sexual and Gender Harassment

Personal Attitudes and Perceived Social Norms
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29%

15%

22%

11%

35%

20%

15%
14%

19%

12%

9%

17%

19%

11%

8%

15%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Made sexist remarks
or jokes about women

in your presence

Made inappropriate
comments about your

or someone else's
body, appearance or
attractiveness in your

presence

Suggested or implied
in your presence that
women don't have to

meet the same
intellectual standards
that men do in order

to get into MIT

Made sexist remarks
or jokes about men in

your presence

Gender Harassment Experienced in Class, Lab or Work Settings at MIT 
by Gender by Student Type

Female
Undergraduate
Student

Female Graduate
Student

Male
Undergraduate
Student

Male Graduate
Student

Tool Development: Scope

Personal Attitudes and Perceived Social Norms

Sexual and Gender Harassment

Labelled Experiences as well as Anatomically Correct, Behaviorally Specific 
Experiences

Victimization and Perpetration Before MIT and Since Being at MIT
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UNDERGRAD

WOMEN

SEXUAL ASSAULT

THROUGH
FORCE, THREATS OR
INCAPACITATION

UNDERGRAD

MEN

GRAD

WOMEN

GRAD

MEN

SEXUAL HARASSMENT, 

RAPE, OR

SEXUAL ASSAULT, 

SEXUAL COERCION

WHILE AT MIT

Tool Development: Scope

Personal Attitudes and Perceived Social Norms

Sexual and Gender Harassment

Labelled Experiences as well as Anatomically Correct, Behaviorally Specific 
Experiences

Victimization and Perpetration Before MIT and Since Being at MIT

Reporting, Telling, and Responses
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Not serious enough (72%)/Not clear harm was intended (55%)

Ashamed (36%)/Partly or all my fault (44%)

Didn’t want action taken (47%)

Didn’t want to get them in trouble (30%)/Ruin their life (28%)

No proof (25%)

Telling and Reporting

Tool Development: Scope

Personal Attitudes and Perceived Social Norms

Sexual and Gender Harassment

Labelled Experiences as well as Anatomically Correct, Behaviorally Specific 
Experiences

Victimization and Perpetration Before MIT and Since Being at MIT

Reporting, Telling, and Responses

Outcomes and Impacts

Hypothetical Resource Utilization
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Motivation and Environment

January, 2014: Breaking Silence, MIT Tech 

New Chancellor begins February, 2014

February 7, 2014: President responds publicly

February 7, 2014: Chancellor is charged with 
gathering data on sexual assault at MIT

March - May, 2014: Listening sessions

New, progressive policies were in place

Lots of movement on Title IX structure within institution
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Now, my dreams have not ceased, but the content has dramatically changed. I 
dream of telling my boss, the police, and my entire family of what happened. In my 

nightmares, no one believes me, and I am thrown out of the room. I never know 
precisely who to tell, or how. My words are never adequate or sufficient. I am 

tormented by this worry in both my waking and sleeping hours alike. 

January, 2014: Breaking Silence, MIT Tech 

http://thetech.com/campus-life/58510/sexualassault-v133-n64

Before, as a consequence of post-traumatic stress, I dreamed every night that a 
different man raped me. In excruciating detail, I dreamed myself being raped by 

my closest friends, men I have loved and trusted, my family, and men I have purely 
imagined. Faithfully, every night, men would sink into my dreams and find me. 

Each night was a new and complex scenario; each rape I was unprepared for and 
took me by surprise. I woke up each morning, shaking, crying, and needing to 

throw-up everything I had eaten the previous evening.

“The suffering she describes breaks my heart. And — as we know 
from years of campus reporting about sexual assault and from the 

comments posted on her letter — she is not alone. That such 
betrayals occur in our community makes me profoundly sad and 
angry. Nothing could be further from our ideal of a community 

founded on respect, decency, sympathy and kindness.”

February 7, 2014: President Reif’s Email to Campus

http://newsoffice.mit.edu/2014/letter-to-mit-community-regarding-sexual-assault
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“As Chancellor Cynthia Barnhart begins her new role, I have 
asked her to make the subject of sexual assault a central 
priority. The community deserves a rigorous assessment of 
the nature and extent of the problem of sexual assault at 
MIT. We all need to be aware of what MIT is doing as an 
institution to try to prevent sexual assault, to respond with 
understanding and fairness, and to provide survivors with the 
help they need. And we need to decide where we should do 
more. I have asked the Chancellor to deliver a report to me 
by the end of the spring semester, so we can take any 
needed action.”

Chancellor is Charged with Addressing Sexual Assault at MIT

http://newsoffice.mit.edu/2014/letter-to-mit-community-regarding-sexual-assault

Explicit 
assignment of 
responsibility

Instructed to 
gather data 

Firm, public 
deadline

“I’ve been recently trying to work—because of alphabets, I must sit 
next to my abusive ex-boyfriend at commencement. And I’ve been 
trying to work with everyone who’s in charge of commencement to 
see what the options are with that…. All my interactions with them 
have been oddly aggressive and have made me feel very cornered 
and very much like I’ve done something wrong and that it’s weird 

that I’m making these requests or that it’s not something worthwhile 
talking about over the complexities of commencement, because it’s 

complicated. So that’s been my experience.” 

March - May, 2014: Listening Sessions
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Committee & Stakeholder Support

Students

Mental Health

AODS, Judicial System

Practitioners in MIT Medical

Student Support Services

Chancellor

Office of General Counsel

MIT Medical

Violence Prevention & Response

Graduate Education

Title IX

Student Life

Institutional Research
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Tool Development: Progression

February, 2014 Open April 27, 2014

Challenges: Balancing Elements

Specificity of data
Length of tool

Specificity of data
Length of tool

Importance of 
questions Place in the survey

Importance of 
questions Place in the survey

Campus-specific 
data Ability to compare to 

other campuses

Campus-specific 
data Ability to compare to 

other campuses
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Challenges: Building Consensus

Chancellor

General 
Counsel

Dean for 
Graduate 
Education

VPR & MedicalInstitutional 
Research

Student Life

Title IX
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Lessons Learned: Planning in Advance

Specific 
questions that 

data will answer

Go to the 
literature for 

guidance
Roles in group

Decision-making 
process and 

structure

Analysis and 
dissemination 

plans

Timeline for 
every step of the 

process

Lessons Learned: Feedback and Revision

Open-ended response opportunities are 
extremely valuable

•Connection between unwanted experiences and tactics
•Male victimization
•Ability to separate location of assaults – fraternities, sororities, and 

living groups as compared to MIT dorms

Possible Item Changes

•Shorten to reduce drop-off

Formatting 
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Data: Maximizing Chances for Success

Valid & Reliable

Representative

ComprehensiveUseful

Accessible
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Data

Students

Tool

Accessible

Student Perspective: Barriers to Access

Affordability

Availability

Accessibility

Accommodation

Acceptability

Penchansky R, Thomas JW. The Concept of Access: Definition and Relationship to Consumer Satisfaction. Medical Care. 1981;19(2):127–40. 

Can I afford to spare the time to complete 
this? What’s the incentive?

How long is it open for? Can I complete part 
of it and finish later?

What do I have to do to access it? Can I take 
it on my phone?

Can students with disabilities and/or ESL 
students take it? How might it be modified?

Is this something I’m comfortable 
answering? Does it reflect my experience?

Accessible
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General Framework Handout
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General Framework

Stakeholders

Management and Logistics

Communications and Branding

Goals of the Survey

Survey Participants

Independent and Dependent 
Variables

Study Design

Selection, Adaptation, or Creation of 
Tool

Development or Tailoring of Survey

Survey Administration Methods

Data Collection Methods

Data Cleaning and Analysis

Dissemination of Results

Lessons Learned and Revisions Made

Climate Survey Team Handout
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Why Does This Matter?

I am extremely grateful that the issue of sexual assault at 
MIT is being seriously considered and addressed to make 
the campus a safer place for all students. 

I have been waiting for a survey like this to share my story 
anonymously. It was difficult, but I would do anything to help 
prevent sexual assault in the future.

This was an excellent survey. Written with great empathy for 
people who have been victims of sexual trauma or who exist 
outside of the gender binary.

QUESTIONS?
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For information on results: 
http://web.mit.edu/surveys/health/MIT-CASA-Survey-Summary.pdf
http://web.mit.edu/surveys/health/slides/

Instrument is available to the public: 
http://web.mit.edu/surveys/health/MITCommunityAttitudesonSexualAssault-Survey.pdf


